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To reveal the gas-phase chemistry of RNA and DNA fragmentation during MALDI mass
spectrometry in positive ion mode, we performed hydrogen/deuterium exchange on a series
of RNA and DNA tetranucleotides and studied their fragmentation patterns on a high-
resolution MALDI TOF-TOF instrument. We were specifically interested in elucidating the
remarkably different fragmentation behavior of RNA and DNA, i.e., the characteristic and
abundant production of c- and y-ions from RNA versus a dominating generation of (a-B)- and
w-ions from DNA analytes. The analysis yielded important information on all significant
backbone cleavages as well as nucleobase losses. Based on this, we suggest common
fragmentation mechanisms for RNA and DNA as well as an important RNA-specific reaction
requiring a 2=-hydroxyl group, leading to c- and y-ions. The data is viewed and discussed in
the context of previously published data to obtain a coherent picture of the fragmentation of
singly protonated nucleic acids. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368) © 2006
American Society for Mass SpectrometryThe gas-phase fragmentation of oligonucleotideshas been studied during the past two decades,beginning with the early fast-atom bombardment
studies by Grotjahn et al. [1, 2]. Introduction of the soft
ionization methods electrospray ionization (ESI) and
matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) in
the early 90s increased the general emphasis on devel-
oping mass spectrometry for oligonucleotide research.
An extensive effort has since then been made to uncover
the mechanisms of gas-phase fragmentation, particu-
larly of DNA, to cope with uncontrolled fragmentation
and to develop sequencing and analysis strategies by
tandem mass spectrometry. A comprehensive review of
the research in this field was recently published by Wu
and McLuckey [3]. Here, it was concluded that albeit
several reactions that have been proposed, no single
mechanism is able to fully account for the reported
data. The discrepant data previously published in this
field leaves a somewhat turbid picture of oligonucleo-
tide gas-phase fragmentation. It is therefore evident
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Fragmentation analysis using hydrogen/deuterium
exchange (H/DX) was initially employed by Phillips
and McCloskey on dinucleoside monophosphates [4].
Later, the method was utilized by the groups of Franz
Hillenkamp and Michael Gross for fragmentation anal-
ysis of oligonucleotides [5–7]. This method is perhaps
the only one available, which can provide a direct
evidence for a fragmentation mechanism. Based on the
H/DX data [5–7], it has been proposed that every
fragmentation events of DNA, except losses of water
and of 3=- and 5=- terminal nucleoside/nucleotides, is
initiated by loss of a nucleobase. Several mechanisms
for the subsequent 3=-COO cleavage and production of
DNA-characteristic w/a-B fragment ions [8] have been
proposed (important ones are described briefly by Wan
et al. [6] and comprehensively by Wu and McLuckey
[3]). The H/DX data tend to support a mechanism
involving formation of a zwitterionic species, first pro-
posed by Wang et al. [9].
The large-volume of literature on DNA fragmenta-
tion is in sharp contrast to the very limited number of
publications on RNA fragmentation. Kirpekar and
Krogh [10] studied the CID of various positively
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instrument. They reported a strong preference for 5=-
POO cleavage, yielding prevalent c/y sequence-ions,
what was later also observed for negative, ESI-gener-
ated RNA-ions by Schürch et al. [11]. These authors
suggested a 5=-POO cleavage mechanism involving the
bridging of the 2=-OH proton to 5=-PO oxygen. In a
recent study of the fragmentation of doubly deproto-
nated RNA tetramers, Tromp and Schürch [12] found
that a 5=-POO bond was cleaved to a similar extend in
absence of a 3=-adjacent nucleobase (replaced by hydro-
gen). They concluded that the nucleobase did not play
a key role in 5=-POO cleavage. No dedicated studies
exist regarding the fragmentation mechanism of 5=-
POO cleavage of positively charged oligonucleotides,
and no comparative survey has so far been conducted
to explain the significant differences in fragmentation
behavior of RNA and DNA.
In the current study, we investigated the fragmenta-
tion mechanisms of RNA and DNA by H/DX and
high-resolution MALDI TOF tandem mass spectrome-
try. N-glycosidic bond and all backbone cleavages have
been analyzed and all but 3= POO cleavage yielding the
b/x-ions are described, because these ions were gener-
ally insignificant in both the RNA and DNA MS/MS
spectra. We report data, which partly confirm and
extend the previously proposed fragmentation mecha-
nisms of DNA. Based on the RNA H/DX data we
propose an important dissociation reaction specific for
this analyte, and rationalize the different RNA and
DNA fragmentation behavior.
Experimental
Instrumentation
Positive ion spectra in the MS and MS/MS mode were
recorded on a 4700 Proteomics Analyzer (Applied Bio-
systems, Framingham, MA) equipped with a 200-Hz
Nd:YAG laser operating at a wavelength of 355 nm.
MS-spectra were recorded in the reflectron mode (20 kV
accelerating voltage), with 380–400 ns delayed extrac-
tion. MS/MS-spectra were recorded in the CID mode,
the accelerating voltage was 8 kV and the collision
energy 1 keV. Argon was used as collision gas in the
MALDI TOF-TOF instrument, at an indicated manifold
pressure of 1  106 torr.
Sample Preparation
To achieve a 98% deuteration level for the mass
spectral recordings, all sample preparation were carried
out in a glove-bag (Sigma-Aldrich, Vallensbaek Strand,
Denmark) connected to the loading mount of the mass
spectrometer. This facilitated deuteration and loading
of the samples without any contact with atmospheric
moist. Nitrogen was used to flush the glove-bag and to
vent the pre-chamber in a closed system with only an
opening through a valve connection to the vacuumpump. To obtain close to 100% nitrogen in the glove-
bag, it was inflated and evacuated sequentially several
times before the deuteration procedure. The RNA tet-
ramers (UUUU, UCUU, UAUU, UGUU, AUCU,
UCUA, UAUC, UGUC, and a 2=-methylated UmA-
mUmCm) were purchased from Dharmacon (Lafayette,
CO), DNA tetramers (TATT, TCTT, TCTA, TATC,
TATG) from DNA technology A/S (Aarhus, Denmark),
and nucleosides from Sigma-Aldrich. The THAP-matrix
was a 4:2:1-mixture of 0.2 M 2,4,6-trihydroxyacetophe-
none, 0.2 M 1,2,3- trihydroxyacetophenone and 0.3 M
diammonium citrate (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in 1:1
deionized H2O and acetonitrile (Fisher Chemicals, Zu-
rich, Switzerland 99.99% pure) or deuterium oxide
(D2O; Merck, Darmstadt, Germany 99.95% pure) and
acetonitrile. The deuterated matrix was vacuum-dried
and redissolved in D2O/acetonitrile three times before
entering the glove-bag; 100–200 pmol of DNA/RNA or
500 pmol of nucleoside were deuterated in the glove-
bag by dissolving in 4 l D2O on-target, and drying in
an exsiccator. This procedure was repeated three times.
One l predeuterated matrix was mixed and crystal-
lized with the sample before analysis.
Data Acquisition and Analysis
Before tandem mass spectrometry, samples were
checked in the MS-mode for purity and precursor ion
signal, and deuterated precursors were checked for
98% deuteration level. The window for precursor ion
selection in the MS/MS-mode was set to 5m/z values.
An MS/MS-spectrum was a sum of 30 single-spectra,
each of which originated from 110 single laser-shots.
The spectra were subsequently analyzed and calibrated
using the Data Explorer version 4.5 software Applied
Biosystems, supplied by the manufacturer. For calcula-
tion of native and deuterated fragment masses, the
nuke-software was utilized (Leisner, A., Institute for
Medical Physics and Biophysics, University of Münster,
Germany, http://www.zebra-crossing.de/software/
index.html) or the ChemSketch freeware (ACD).
Results and Discussion
Several previous H/DX-MS studies of DNA fragmen-
tation have been conducted on nucleotide tetramers
with one or two high proton affinity (PA) bases (ade-
nine, guanine, and cytosine) in a low PA base (thymine)
environment [5–7, 13]. To obtain comparable dataset,
DNA tetramers of similar compositions were analyzed.
For RNA, tetramers with high PA base(s) in a uracil
environment were analyzed. Backbone fragmentation
data of uracil oligoribonucleotides containing cytosine
are not very informative since the mass of H/D-
exchanged cytosine equals that of H/D-exchanged ura-
cil. Fragmentation data from such a tetramer (UCUU)
was evaluated, but only for neutral or charged cytosine
loss, which could be assumed since uracil is rarely lost
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study was based on CID MS/MS spectra, and it could
be argued that these data are not comparable to previ-
ously published MALDI PSD data. We did, however,
perform a rigorous comparison of the fragmentation of
H/D-exchanged oligonucleotides in the CID and PSD-
only mode (data not shown). The data were qualita-
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the fragmentation pattern of the deuterated versus the
native species were observed.
Figure 1 shows full tandem mass spectra of deuter-
ated UGUU and UCUA. Some interesting regions are
enlarged and displayed above each spectrum. The ion-
gating for precursor selection in MS/MS mode distorts
and offsets the precursor ion signal somewhat (0.6m/z
values). However, the enlarged precursor ion signals
clearly show that a deuteration level very close to 100%
is reached.
Cleavage of the N-Glycosidic Bond
Fragmentation of the H/D-exchanged RNA tetramers
yielded information on the mechanism of N-glycosidic
bond cleavage. The peak at m/z 1063.22 in Figure 1a
corresponds to loss of neutral guanine from the UGUU
tetramer. The mass difference of 155 Da compared to
the intact precursor indicates that guanine departs as a
completely exchanged (hereafter c.e.) species, i.e., with
all four exchangeable sites occupied by deuterons. Loss
of a neutral nucleobase as a fully deuterated species
was observed consistently for all RNA tetramers, a
result which is similar to that previously reported for
DNA by Gross et al. [5]. They suggested a mechanism of
nucleobase loss in which the nucleobase leaves with the
excess proton (deuteron). Our results show that neutral
nucleobase loss from RNA takes place in a similar way.
A crucial point here is that upon departure of a fully
deuterated neutral nucleobase, the hydrogens in the
remaining ion rearrange in a way that inevitably trans-
fers a nonmobile proton to a mobile site. Thus, one
hydrogen becomes mobile and intramolecular H/DX in
the gas phase is now possible [5]. Although the rates of
such intramolecular H/DX in the gas phase have not
been assessed in any previous study, our results
strongly indicate that this rate is much higher than the
time required for subsequent backbone fragmentation
events (i.e., 100% scrambling will occur). This is based
on our interpretation of the significant amount of data
analyzed in the current study, which simply cannot be
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Scheme 1. Proposed fragmentation mechanism
from an RNA precursor. A possible hydrogen
phosphate.explained otherwise. We furthermore refer to a recentstudy performed on the same instrument, which clearly
shows 100% scrambling for peptides in the gas phase
upon tandem MS [14].
The upper left spectra in Figure 1a and b show
enlargements of the signals corresponding to charged
guanine and cytosine, from an UGUU and an UCUA
precursor, respectively. These spectra demonstrate that
the charged nucleobases are predominated by c.e. spe-
cies. Hence, the leaving nucleobase receives a deuteron
from the precursor in addition to the ionizing deuteron.
Scheme 1 suggests a mechanism, which explains the
formation of a charged and c.e. nucleobase from a
deuterated RNA precursor. Phosphate-OD is a likely
donor of a deuteron because of its acidic properties.
Moreover, phosphate and the 3=-neighboring base are
likely to interact in the gas phase by hydrogen bonding,
e.g., [4]. The C-2= hydrogen is abstracted in the process
to create a double-bond between C-1= and C-2=.
Whether phosphate oxygen interacts directly with C-2=
hydrogen (as shown in Scheme 1), or the C-2= hydrogen
is transferred to phosphate via successive rearrange-
ments is not known. The signals of charged guanine
and cytosine in Figure 1 reveal that 1 Da less than
completely exchanged (hereafter l.t.c.e.) species are also
produced. These species are most likely produced by
N-glycosidic bond cleavage of a second generation
product ion, which already contains a mobilized pro-
ton. One major fragmentation pathway for the RNA
tetramers, believed to result in such an ion, is [MD¡
z3 ¡ charged nucleobase]; see below.
c-and y-Ions
5=-POO cleavage results in c- and y-type ions, which
are commonly observed in RNA fragmentation [10, 11,
15]. Examples of a y-ion and a (y-nucleobase)-ion de-
rived from UCUA is displayed in Figure 1b. The UCUA
y3-ion is detected as a single peak (a singlet) at m/z
892.25, which corresponds to the mass of a c.e. species.
All y-ions and all c2- and c3-ions of the RNA tetramers
analyzed in the current study were observed as c.e.
singlets (data not shown). Two things may be con-
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Figure 2. (a) Upper m/z region of the tandem mass spectrum of native UAUU oligoribonucleotide.
The enlarged spectrum displays the precursor ion (m/z 1186.82) with associated loss of H2O (m/z
1168.56). (b) The same m/z region in the MS/MS spectrum of native TATT. The enlarged spectrum
shows that H2O is not lost (open arrow) from the precursor ion (m/z 1164.78). Filled arrows indicate
calculated m/z values of c- and y-ions in this region: c2 (m/z 618), y3 (m/z 860 and c3 (m/z 922).
(asterisk)*: Fragments containing dimerized thymine (cyclobutyl thymidine) [5]. (c) Tandem mass
spectrum of native guanine ribonucleoside (rG). Inserted spectrum shows that H2O is not lost (open
arrow) from the rG precursor (m/z 284.30). m/z 259.03 is a thymine ribonucleoside contaminant found
in the vial from the manufacturer. (d) Section of the tandem mass spectrum of deuterated UUUU
oligoribonucleotide showing the precursor ion (m/z 1177.61) and loss of water (m/z 1157.33). The ion
gating mechanism slightly offsets the m/z values, but in a very consistent manner. Compared with the
mass difference attributable to water loss from native UAUU [spectrum (a); 18.26 Da] the water lost
from deuterated UUUU (20.28) is increased 2.02 Da. This value is very close to the calculated mass
difference between H2O and D2O (2.01 Da).
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reaction. Secondly, nucleobase loss or other hydrogen
mobilizing reactions generally do not precede cleavage
of the 5=-POO bond. Initial loss of a nucleobase would
have induced peak splitting of the c/y-ion fragments
due to intramolecular H/DX before 5=-POO cleavage.
The latter is supported by the fact that c/y-ions associ-
ated with nucleobase loss generally were detected as 1
Da l.t.c.e. singlets, as exemplified by the (y3-cytosine)-
ion in Figure 1b (m/z 778.24); (c/y-nucleobase)-ions
result from a reaction pathway beginning with cleavage
of 5=-POO. For the (y3-cytosine)-ion the reaction se-
quence would be [MD ¡ y3 ¡ (y3-cytosine)].
When inspecting the fragmentation data of the DNA
tetramers, it was remarkable that c- and y-ions were
completely absent. Figure 2a and b illustrate this differ-
ence in RNA and DNA fragmentation by comparing
native versions of UAUU and TATT. Even when push-
ing the signal intensity to near the detector-limit, no
c- or y-ions could unambiguously be detected for any
DNA sample. These results strongly suggest an im-
portant role for 2=-OH in the cleavage mechanism of
5=-POO, since this group is the only structural differ-
ence between RNA and DNA. Another notable dif-
ference between the RNA and DNA MS/MS spectra
is displayed in the enlarged regions of Figure 2a and
b. It is evident that water is lost from the UAUU
precursor (m/z 1168.56), while this could not be
detected for the TATT oligonucleotide (indicated
with open arrow). As for the c- and y-ions, the data
were consistent in showing neutral loss of water from
RNA precursors only, implying that this water is lost
from or by the interaction of 2=-OH. Water loss was
not observed in the fragmentation of the 2=-O-meth-
ylated UAUC (UmAmUmCm) tetramer either (Figure
3), further indicating the involvement of 2=-OH in the
reaction, and simultaneously ruling out loss of water
from the nucleobases.
The RNA-specific loss of water was especially inter-
esting because it may potentially be linked to or result
from the mechanism that also produces the RNA-
specific c- and y-ions. The origin of water loss was
therefore further investigated by tandem mass spectro-
metric analysis of nucleosides. Fragmentation of gua-
nine and cytosine deoxyribonucleosides did not yield
any neutral water loss (data not shown), as expected,
from the DNA tetramer results. Surprisingly, water loss
was not detected in the dissociation of a guanine
ribonucleoside either (Figure 2c, open arrow). This
demonstrates that the presence of 2=-OH alone is not
sufficient to induce the loss of water. Other reactive
groups present in RNA, most likely phosphate, are
required in the reaction as well. H/DX experiments of
oligoribonucleotides yielded further information on the
origin of water loss. An all uridine tetramer generated a
significant loss of water from the precursor, yielding a
signal with clear unit resolution. Figure 2d demon-
strates that the water lost from deuterated UUUU is a
loss of 20 Da, i.e., loss of D2O. This is an interestingresult because a simple dehydration reaction of
2=-OD would be expected to be a loss of HDO, where
C-1= or C-3= donates a hydrogen in a 1, 2-elimination
reaction.
The 5=-POO Cleavage Mechanism
To account for the above described characteristics of
RNA fragmentation, we propose a common RNA-
specific mechanism to operate in the reactions of water
loss as well as 5=-P—O cleavage (Scheme 2). This
mechanism is an intramolecular nucleophilic attack on
the phosphor atom by the adjacent 2=-hydroxyl to yield
a phosphorane transition state. A similar attack is
described in both enzymatic [16, 17] and nonenzymatic
[18] reactions of RNA hydrolysis in solution. Further-
more, the phosphorane transition state is well-
documented in the mechanism of RNases [18]. In the
gas phase, the abstracted 2=-OD deuteron is thought to
delocalize between the phosphate oxygens of the phos-
phorane. Depending on which oxygen acts as leaving
group, two products may be detected in the mass
spectrometer. If the POOD oxygen departs from the
transition state (reaction 1 in Scheme 2), it leaves with
the delocalized deuteron leading to neutral loss of D2O
and formation of an internal 2=-3=-cyclic phosphate. If
the 5=-PO oxygen is the leaving group (reaction 2), the
result is 5=-POO cleavage and formation of a “stan-
dard” y-type fragment and a c-type fragment with a
3=-terminal 2=-3= cyclic phosphate.
The mechanism of Scheme 2 agrees well with the
detection of c.e. c-and y- ions from deuterated precur-
sors, and also accounts for the neutral loss of water
observed only for the RNA precursors. Furthermore,
this mechanism explains why the water loss from
deuterated RNA is a loss of D2O and not HDO, which
would otherwise be expected from a simple dehydra-
tion reaction. In support of this mechanism, the pres-
ence of 2=-O-methyl groups in UmAmUmCm greatly
impeded the cleavage of 5=-POO bond. The UAUC
MS/MS spectrum in Figure 3 displays significant c2-
and y2-ions and a very intense y3-ion, while these ions
are barely detectable in the UmAmUmCm spectrum.
The presence of a 2=-3=-cyclic phosphate in the 3=-
terminus of c-ions would be expected to inhibit loss of
this phosphate. On the other hand, if c-ions did not
contain a 2=- 3=-cyclic phosphate but instead a 3=-
metaphosphoric-acid ester group, this latter group
(HPO3) could more easily be lost through cleavage of a
single COO bond. We therefore fragmented and ana-
lyzed an in-source generated c2-ion from AUCU and
compared the fragmentation pattern with that of an
enzymatically produced “AU  p”—an AU dincleotide
with a 3=-terminal 2=-3=-cyclic phosphate, generated as
an incomplete digestion-product of AUCU with RNase
A. It is evident from Figure 4a that the AUCU c2-ion
does not loose an 80 Da HPO3. This is, as expected, not
seen for the AU  p precursor (Figure 4b) either. The
1359J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368 RNA FRAGMENTATION STUDIED BY H/D-EXCHANGEcentral m/z regions of both spectra in Figure 4 show
very little structural information, implying a high sta-
bility of the central phosphodiester. Absence of a neu-
tral loss of HPO3 and the generally similar fragmenta-
tion pattern of the c2-ion and AU  p, characterized by
a somewhat surprising insusceptibility to fragmenta-
tion, represents supporting evidence for the existence of
2=-3=-terminal cyclic phosphates in c-ions.
The 2=-OH group plays an important role in the
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from the laser irradiation or gas collision. The reaction
may be facilitated by the compact structure required for
desolvation in the gas phase.
When scrutinizing the literature for information on
c- and y-ions generated from positive DNA ions, we
have noted that these ions are generally not observed,
or their assignment is ambiguous, i.e., with other po-
tentially overlapping peaks. DNA anions, however, do
seem to produce c/y-ions upon fragmentation [3]. It is
likely that the location of the negative charge on the
phosphodiester backbone affects the stability of the
5=-POO bond, and that cleavage of this bond in nega-
tive DNA or RNA ions can occur by attack of the PO
oxygen and thus is less dependent on 2=-OH.
a-Ions
Although thymidine has the lowest proton affinity of
the deoxyribonucleotide bases, our data indicated a not
insignificant loss of thymine from DNA precursors, in
accordance with the data reported by Gross et al. [5].
The variable thymine loss from DNA precursors to
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however, the low PA nucleotide uridine was generally
found to be much more stable. Only when a uridine was
located in the 3=-terminus it was possible to detect a
minor loss of uracil (this is in accordance with the lower
stability reported for 3=-terminal nucleobases [4, 19, 20].
Loss of uracil nucleobases therefore could be neglected
as a possible hydrogen mobilization event before back-
bone cleavage. This made the RNA H/DX-MS/MS data
more easily interpretable and yielded interesting and
more clear-cut evidence for the general fragmentation
mechanisms of oligonucleotides. Table 1 summarizes
the data collected from H/DX-MS/MS analysis of the
six analyzed RNA-tetramers; below the table are exam-
ples of the peaks and peak-splitting detected. All a-ions
are observed as 1 Da l.t.c.e. singlets suggesting that: (1)
one specific mechanism operates in formation of this
ion species; (2) no hydrogen-mobilizing fragmentation
event, such as neutral nucleobase loss, takes place
before this cleavage. The H/DX data alone could, in
theory, be explained by formation of 3=-5= cyclic phos-
phate a-ions with no associated hydrogen mobilization.
However, strong “pseudo y”-ions were generated upon
fragmentation of in-source generated a2-ions (a pseudo
MS3] analysis, data not shown); this would not be
expected from 3=-5=-cyclic phosphate a-ions since simul-
taneous cleavage of two bonds is required. A third
characteristic of the mechanism producing the a-ions
can therefore be assumed; a carbon-bound hydrogen is
transferred to a mobile site in the a-ion.
Both 5= phosphate-OD and 2=-COD could be involved
in the reaction and donate a deuteron to the neutral
w-fragment. 5= Phosphate OD is, however, the most likely
interacting group since a- and w-ions were detected at
comparable intensities in the fragmentation of the all
2=-O-methylated UmAmUmCm and the unmodified
UAUC (Figure 3). Scheme 3 is the suggested reaction of
direct 3=-COO cleavage of RNA. The reaction resembles
that for DNA following 5=-nucleobase loss suggested by
Gross et al. [5]. Our DNA data showed 1 Da l.t.c.e. a-ions
(Table 2), thus supporting this mechanism for DNA also.
However, our DNA data does not support the proposal
by Gross et al. that nucleobase loss is the initial event in all
backbone fragmentation [5, 7]. Loss of a nucleobase would
result in mobilization of a hydrogen and intramolecular
H/D-exchange (scrambling) before subsequent fragmen-
tation events. This would immediately be observed in the
spectrum as peak splitting. This was generally not ob-
served for higher intensity a-ions, and nucleobase loss
before a-ion formation is consequently an infrequent
event. Lastly, a1-ions are also observed as 1 Da l.t.c.e.
singlets although no 5= neighboring phosphate is present
to donate a deuteron in the reaction. In this specific case,
5=-OD most likely donates the required deuteron.
(a-B)- and w-Ions
Our interpretation of the a-, (a-B)-, and w-ion data
reveal some general rules that we believe govern 3=-COO cleavage of many types of oligonucleotides. The-
oretically, the reaction producing the 1 Da l.t.c.e. a-ions
will result in a fully deuterated w-ion (Scheme 3). Table
1 shows that w-ions from RNA fragmentation also
occur as 1 and 2 Da l.t.c.e. species (the same was
observed for DNA fragmentation, data not shown),
thus demonstrating that two other pathways operate in
the formation of w-ions, but without concurrent forma-
tion of a-ions. The suggested mechanism is depicted in
Scheme 4. Loss of a neutral nucleobase causes the
mobilization of one hydrogen. The presence of c.e., 1 Da
l.t.c.e. and 2 Da l.t.c.e. w-ions as well as (a-B)-ions (Table
1 for RNA, data not shown for DNA) suggests that the
nucleobase loss can be followed by two 3=-COO cleav-
age reactions. Considering 100% scrambling, mecha-
nism 1 of Scheme 4 will result in c.e. and 1 Da l.t.c.e.
w-ions in combination with 1 Da l.t.c.e. and 2 Da l.t.c.e.
(a-B)-ions; mechanism 2 of Scheme 4 will result in 1 Da
l.t.c.e. and 2 Da l.t.c.e. w-ions in combination with c.e.
and 1 Da l.t.c.e. (a-B)-ions. Thus, all levels of exchange
on (a-B)- and w-ions are accounted for by Scheme 4.
Lastly, it should be noted that 1- and 2 Da l.t.c.e.
(a-B)-ions were always the strongest peaks in the (a-B)-
ion signals in both RNA (Table 1) and DNA (not shown)
MS/MS spectra. This might indicate that mechanism 1
of Scheme 4 dominates the reaction sequence.
The fact that complementary w- and (a-B)-ions are
typical DNA sequence ions indicates that initial
nucleobase loss specifically weakens the 3=-COO
bond of the 3=- adjacent phosphodiester group, pro-
ducing this characteristic ion-pair immediately after
nucleobase loss. An important factor is the driving
force towards producing the energetically stable fu-
ran ring in an (a-B)-fragment (Scheme 4) as previ-
ously suggested [21]. Considering our suggested
mechanism for 3=-COO cleavage, the highly probable
hydrogen bonding interactions [4] between phos-
phate and the 3=-neighboring base in the gas phase
(Scheme 5) probably impacts the 3=-COO cleavage.
Hydrogen bonding interactions between phosphate
OH/D and the 3=-neighboring base would partly
prevent the former group from interacting with
3=-CO oxygen in cleaving the 3=-COO bond as re-
quired by mechanism 1 in Scheme 4. The consequence
of nucleobase loss is that the phosphate OH/D can
freely interact with 3=-CO and promote fast cleavage
into w- and (a-B)-ions. This reaction sequence is
particularly pronounced in DNA fragmentation, but
our RNA data suggest the same mechanism operates
for this species. The H/DX-MS/MS data of both RNA
and DNA suggest that 3=-COO becomes highly un-
stable and is the preferred site of cleavage upon
nucleobase loss. One observation indirectly indicat-
ing this is that sequence ions other than w and (a-B)
were most often detected as singlets (data not
shown), i.e., they are products of reactions not pre-
ceded by nucleobase loss. Comparing the fragmenta-
tion of different base-sequences also indicated the
strong correlation between nucleobase loss and 3=-
Table 1. a-, (a-B)- and w-Ion signals observed in the tandem mass spectra of completely exchanged RNA tetramers. Values in italics are ambiguous signals, with other signals
potentially overlapping. Analysis of the native tetramers showed that † (dagger) contain both the a1-ion and the isobaric z1-ion and ‡ (double dagger) is predominated by the z3-ion.
Numbers in parentheses show the deviance in Da from the calculated mass of a completely exchanged fragment ion. In case of peak splitting, the approximate intensity ratios
generalized from several spectra of the same precursor are given below.  (single asterisk): low intensity ions. No intensity ratios are given here because of poor ion statistic. n.o.: not
observed.  (double asterisk): interrupted by signals from metastable fragmentation. Examples of peaks and peak splitting are shown below the table (from left; a2/UCUA,
a3-B3/AUCU, w3/UCUA and w2/UGUC).
UAUU UGUU UAUC UCUA UGUC AUCU
a1 230 (1) 230 (1) 230 (1)† 230 (1) 230 (1)† 254 (1)
a2 563 (1) n.o. n.o. 539 (1) n.o. 563 (1)
a3 872 (1) n.o. 872 (1)‡ 848 (1) n.o. 872 (1)
a2-B1 n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. 425, 426 (2, 1)
a2-B2 425, 426, 427 (2, 1, 0) 425, 426 (2, 1)
50/50
n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o.
a3-B1 n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. 734 (2)
a3-B2 assigned to z3-B2 assigned to z3-B2 n.o. n.o. n.o. assigned to a3-B3
a3-B3 n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. n.o. 758, 759 (2, 1)
60/40
w1 n.o. n.o. n.o. 354, 355 (2, 1) n.o. n.o.
w2 638, 639, 640 (2, 1, 0)
30/40/30
638, 639, 640 (2, 1, 0)
30/40/30
639, 640 (1, 0) 662, 663, 664 (2, 1, 0)
10/50/40
638, 639, 640 (2, 1, 0)
20/40/40
n.o.
w3 973 (0) 990 (0) n.o. 973 (0) n.o. 947, 948 (2, 1)
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1363J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368 RNA FRAGMENTATION STUDIED BY H/D-EXCHANGECOO cleavage. For example, our RNA data showed
strong w- or (a-B)-ions when the especially labile [10]
guanine nucleobase is the 5=-neighbor. When other
bases are the immediate 5=-neighbor, (a-B)- and w-
ions are less intense, while c- and y-ions occur at
higher relative intensities (data not shown). The latter
observation also suggests that the RNA-typical frag-
mentation pattern of strong c- and y-ions and weaker
a-, (a-B)-, and w-ions results from generally more
stable nucleobases in the RNA oligonucleotide [22].
However, we propose an additional stabilizing factor
specific for RNA in the 3=-COO cleavage mechanism.
The “internal solvation” of RNA in the gas phase by
interactions between 2=-OH, and phosphate stabilizes
the desorbed ion [4]. Upon loss of a nucleobase in the
RNA oligonucleotide, 2=-OH provides an additional
interacting group [4], which stabilizes phosphate via
proton sharing (Scheme 5). Phosphate-OH is there-
fore not immediately available in the 3=-COO cleav-
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Table 2. a-Ions derived from completely exchanged DNA tetram
from TCTA.
TATT TCTT
a1 227 (1) 227 (1
a2 543, 544 (1, 0) 519 (1
a3 849 (1) 825 (1age reaction (mechanism 1 in Scheme 4), and loss of a
nucleobase from RNA results in a less dramatic
decrease in stability of the neighboring 3=-COO
bond. Comparable data from the similar RNA and
DNA tetramers (TATT/UAUU, TATC/UAUC, and
TCTA/UCUA) support this suggested additional sta-
bilizing feature of the RNA. Almost equal (M-B2)-ion
abundances were observed between RNA and DNA,
whereas subsequent 3=-COO cleavage into w2 was
much less pronounced for RNA (data not shown). No
other significant second generation fragments of the
first generation (M  B2) -ions were produced; w2 is
thus the prime dissociation product of this ion. The
data indicate a lower rate of (M  B2) to w2 conver-
sion for the RNA species. The equal RNA/DNA
intensities of (M  B2), despite DNA having signifi-
cantly more labile N-glycosidic bonds, probably re-
sult from a longer life time of the RNA (M  B2) ions
(Scheme 5), which to some extend “evens out” the
differences in N-glycosidic bond stability.
Our presented data provide evidence for different
stabilizing features in the structures of RNA and DNA
during their decay in mass spectrometry. However, our
observation of scrambling between different fragmen-
tation events suggests that these ions are, at the same
time, highly dynamic. For this reason, the schemes
shown should be viewed as possible conformations that
are favored—but not absolute—in a very dynamic and
flexible structure. Lastly, it should be noted that the
structural flexibility and rate of intramolecular H/DX
may be significantly lower in the fragmentation of
longer chains of DNA/RNA.
The Direct 3=-COO Cleavage Mechanism
Strong intensity a-ions of both RNA and DNA were
detected as singlet ions (Tables 1 and 2) indicating that
nucleobase loss does not occur before generation of
these ions. This is substantiated by a general absence of
(w-B)-ions in the MS/MS spectra (data not shown).
Wang et al. [23] previously suggested, based on the
observation of abundant a-ions from fragmentation of
different modified oligodeoxyribonucleotides, that
backbone cleavage might not always require nucleo-
base loss. Our data provides evidence to substantiate
Symbols as in Table 1 To the left is shown a singlet a2-ion peak
TATC TCTA TATG CTAG
27 (1) 226, 227 (2, 1) 227 (1) 213 (1)
n.o. 519 (1) 543 (1) 519 (1)
n.o. n.o. 849, 850 (1, 0) n.o.ers.
) 2
)
)
ot sh
1364 ANDERSEN ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368this suggestion. In the same paper, Wang et al. [23]
proposed a 3=-COO cleavage mechanism involving the
abstraction of 4=-C hydrogen by the 3=-phosphodiester.
Our data clearly show that a-ions receive one carbon-
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1365J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368 RNA FRAGMENTATION STUDIED BY H/D-EXCHANGEan oxygen in the 5= neighboring phosphodiester as
suggested in a longer DNA fragmentation pathway by
Gross et al. [5] and as proposed here for RNA (Scheme
3). Interestingly, Wang et al. [23] also found that place-
ment of methylphosphonates in the central region of a
mixed sequence phosphothioate-methylphosphonate
oligodeoxyribonucleotide inhibited a-ion formation in
this region. This is consistent with the proposed mech-
anism (Gross et al. [5] and Scheme 3), because no
reaction-initiating P-OH hydrogen exists in the meth-
ylphosphonate. Minor signals from the complementary
w-ions were detected in phosphothioate-methylphos-
phonate oligodeoxyribonucleotides [23]; these are most
likely generated in a [MH ¡ (MH  B) ¡ w]
sequence where the last step is the proposed 1,2-
elimination reaction allowed upon nucleobase loss
(Scheme 4, mechanism 2).
Nucleobase Loss Drives Subsequent Site-Specific
3=-COO cleavage
The (a-B)/w ion-pairs are abundant species in mass
spectrometric fragmentation of DNA regardless of ion-
ization method and ion polarity. Various mechanisms
have been proposed for the loss of a nucleobase and
subsequent cleavage of the 3=-COO bond [3]. For neg-
ative DNA-ions, only the mechanism proposed by Z.
Wang et al. [9] rationalizes why the 3=-COO bond is
site-specifically cleaved on the deoxyribose from which
the nucleobase is lost. This mechanism involves proto-
nation of the nucleobase by the adjacent 5=-phosphate-
OH, followed by loss of this nucleobase and formation
of a zwitterionic intermediate. In this zwitterionic inter-
mediate, negatively charged phosphate oxygen pro-
motes abstraction of C-4= hydrogen on the 3=-neighbor-
ing deoxyribose leading to rapid and site specific
cleavage of this 3=-COO bond. Further studies to sub-
stantiate this fragmentation mechanism of negative
DNA-ions were later presented in [6, 7, 24]. In a
mechanism of neutral nucleobase loss earlier proposed
for positive DNA-ions [5], which is in agreement with
the data obtained here, the nucleobase leaves with
the excess proton and does not abstract the nearby
phosphate-OH hydrogen (Scheme 4). Early works on
oligonucleotide fragmentation have shown that proto-
nation destabilizes the nucleobase [22, 25–28], which
substantiates the mechanism proposed in Scheme 4 and
strongly indicates that the nucleobase carrying the
excess positive charge is much more prone to cleavage
than other nucleobases in the oligonucleotide. The
excess proton on nucleobases of positive oligonucleo-
tide ions allows cleavage of the N-glycosidic bond
without separation of charge and formation of a likely
energetically unfavorable zwitterion. Hence, a charge-
promoted reaction of nucleobase loss (Scheme 4) would
be favored in positive ions over the charge-remote
zwitterion reaction. Albeit disfavored, the latter reac-
tion is possible in positive ions. This may explain whyChou et al. [13] still observed (a-B)- and w-ions for
positive DNA-ions with charge tagged 5=- or 3=-termini.
Since nucleobase loss from positive oligonucleotide
ions does not involve a zwitterion, this reaction se-
quence alone does not explain the favorable generation
of (a-B)/w upon N-glycosidic bond cleavage in the
positive ion mode. We believe that for positive oligo-
nucleotide ions, two factors make the 3=-adjacent 3=-
COO bond particularly weak as a result of nucleobase
loss. One is the favorable generation of a furan from the
(a-B)-ion suggested by Nordhoff et al. [21]. The other is
the release of the hydrogen-bonded phosphate-OH
(Scheme 5) upon nucleobase loss, making this hydrogen
available and highly reactive in a following 3=-COO
cleavage mechanism. It is interesting that Wang et al.
[23] reported abundant a-ion series and little signal due
to (a-B)-ions when fragmenting all-phosphothioate-
modified oligodeoxyriboncleotides. Our proposed rela-
tionship between nucleobase loss and 3=-COO cleavage
is in agreement with these data: SOH bonds are less
polar than OOH bonds, and hydrogen bonding with
sulfhydryl groups is consequently considerably weaker
than with hydroxyl groups. Phosphothioates are there-
fore less associated with the neighboring nucleobase
through hydrogen bonding, making the SH-hydrogen
more accessible in a 3=-COO cleavage reaction and,
consequently, 3=-COO cleavage less dependent on prior
nucleobase loss.
Although the nucleobase loss-controlled 3=-COO
cleavage mechanism appears to operate in both RNA-
and DNA-fragmentation, the current data imply a
slower reaction rate of the former in the conversion
[(MH B)¡ (a-B)/w]. This behavior may be a result
of an alternative, stabilizing interaction between phos-
phate-OH and 2=-OH (Scheme 5). Kirpekar and Krogh
[10] observed multiple nucleobase losses without back-
bone cleavage, when fragmenting RNA oligonucleo-
tides by CID using a MALDI-QqTOF instrument; such
ions are generally not observed for oligodeoxyribo-
nucleotides. It was therefore suggested that a role of
2=-OH should be taken into consideration in the mech-
anisms of (a-B)/w-ion formation. We did not observe
ions of multiple nucleobase losses in the current study,
possibly because of a less extensive CID fragmentation
in the MALDI TOF-TOF instrument. Their formation in
the MALDI-QqTOF instrument, however, could well be
explained by the suggested additional stabilization of
RNA in the gas phase, offered by hydrogen sharing
interactions between 2=-OH and the 3=-neighboring
phosphate previously suggested by Phillips and
McCloskey [4].
d- and z-Ions
Table 3 lists the observed d- and z-ions in the MS/MS
spectra of the six deuterated RNA tetramers. In general,
z-ions were observed much more frequently and at
much higher intensities than their complementary d-ion
species (also considering the location of charge during
1366 ANDERSEN ET AL. J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 2006, 17, 1353–1368fragmentation). A possible explanation for this differ-
ence is that protonation of a base to some extend
destabilizes the 5=-neighboring 5=-COO bond and
thereby favors generation of z-ions over d-ions. In
agreement with this, cleavage of 5=-COO bonds located
5= to the high PA bases adenine or cytosine were found
to generate the strongest z-ion signals. For example,
UAUC and UCUA generated strong z3-ion signals but
almost undetectable z2-ions, while AUCU generated a
high intensity z2-ion peak but no z3-ions (Table 3).
Protonated guanine in UGUU is also believed to pro-
mote 5=-COO cleavage. The z3-ion is not detected for
this species due to rapid loss of guanine and generation
of (z3-B2), (Figure 1a m/z 735). z3- and (z3-B)-Ions from
UGUC were below the limit of detection.
z-Ions derived from fully deuterated RNA precur-
sors appear as singlet peaks at 1 Da l.t.c.e. Since the
signal is not split, nucleobases are not lost before
generation of this ion species. The degree of deutera-
tion indicates a 5=-directed transfer of a deuteron and
mobilization of a carbon-bound hydrogen. A gener-
ally very similar 5=-COO cleavage pattern of RNA
and DNA (e.g., z3 in Figure 2a and b), and of
UmAmUmCm and UAUC (Figure 3), is in accordance
with no important role for the 2=-substituent in this
cleavage reaction. The observed characteristics of z-
and d-ions are accounted for in our suggested frag-
mentation mechanism in Scheme 6. In this charge-
controlled reaction, the deuteron transferred across
the site of cleavage is derived from a protonated,
3=-neighboring nucleobase (here cytosine). The in-
volvement of the ionizing deuteron explains the
apparent destabilizing influence of a high PA nucleo-
base on the 5= adjacent 5=-COO bond.
Table 4 shows that the general 5=-COO cleavage
pattern of DNA has many of the same characteristics as
the RNA tetramers. The only signals detected at m/z-
values corresponding to d-ions are the nominal d3-ions
from TATT and TCTT, expected to contain at least a
significant amount of w3 and a weak d2-ion signal,
which may well be an internal fragment judged from
the intensive peak-splitting. The scarce, perhaps absent,
d-ions are in contrast to z-ions, which appear to an
appreciable extent, and for some precursors, such as
z3-ions from the TATT, TATC, and TATG tetramers,
Table 3. d- and z-Ions observed in the tandem mass spectra of
(dagger): contains both the z-ion and the isobaric a-ion; ‡ (double
UAUU UGUU UAU
z1 230 (1) 230 (1) 230 (
z2 539 (1) 539 (1) 539 (
z3 872 (1) n.o. 872 (
UAUU UGUU UAUC
d1 n.o. n.o. n.o.
d2 664 (0) n.o. 663, 664 (1
d3 assigned to w3 assigned to w3 n.o.generate intense ion signals. There appears to be ahigher tendency for 5=-COO cleavage when located 5=
to a high PA nucleobase, especially adenine. We ob-
served a strong (z3-B2)-ion signal in the TCTT MS/MS
spectrum (data not shown) indicating a significant
generation of z3 despite the low intensity of this ion
(Table 4). Although some z-ions occur as 2 Da l.t.c.e.,
high intensity z-ions signals are detected at m/z values
corresponding to 1 Da l.t.c.e., i.e., similar to that ob-
served for RNA. Hence, we propose a 5=-COO frag-
mentation mechanism for DNA as suggested here for
RNA (Scheme 6).
As supporting evidence for the charge-controlled
mechanism presented in Scheme 6, Chou et al. [13] did
not observe any 5=-COO cleavage fragments in frag-
mentation of 3=- or 5=-charge-tagged oligodeoxyribo-
nucleotides. This is in contrast to the fragmentation
pattern observed in the current study for untagged
DNA tetramers, where z- and z-derived ions were
frequently observed as intense peaks. The suggested
charge-controlled mechanism would not be possible for
oligodeoxyribonucleotides with charge tagged in the 5=-
or 3=-termini, so absence of z-ions would indeed be
expected. Similar MALDI matrices and ion sources
were used by Chou et al. as in the current study.
5=-C—O cleavage of DNA has previously been sug-
gested to be initiated by the protonated 3=-adjacent
letely exchanged DNA tetramers. Symbols as in Table 1 †
ger): dominated by the z3-ion.
UCUA UGUC AUCU
254 (1) 230 (1) 230 (1)
563 (1) n.o. 539 (1)
872 (1) n.o. n.o.
UCUA UGUC AUCU
n.o. n.o. 355 (0)
n.o. n.o. 662, 663 (2, 1)
n.o. n.o. n.o.
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atom ring closed to the nucleobase [5]. Our data suggest
the involvement of the adjacent, protonated nucleobase,
but we find that our frequent detection of strong
(z3-B2)-ion signals (e.g., Figure 2b, m/z 707.14) does not
correlate well with 5=-end ring closure. This would
require an unlikely simultaneous cleavage of two bonds
in the [z3 ¡ (z3-B2)] reaction.
A reviewer pointed out that loss of the 5=-end
nucleobase from z-ions in a reaction as depicted in
Scheme 4 would, together with a simple double-bond
rearrangement, yield an energetically stable furan ring.
It is interesting that our proposed a-B reaction channel
(Scheme 4) is a sequence of N-glycosidic and COO
bond cleavages occurring in the reverse order as this
possible z-B reaction channel. Although speculative,
possibly the decay of DNA is determined by nucleobase
loss. If initiated by N-glycosidic bond cleavage, 3=-COO
cleavage follows leading to a-B/w ions. If the initial
event is backbone cleavage, this is likely to take place at
the 5=-POO bond leading to z and subsequently z-B.
For RNA, the 5=-POO cleavage is an additional reaction
channel, making the fragmentation pattern of this spe-
cies more complex.
The fragmentation mechanism proposed here does
not readily explain the generation of d- and z-ions from
negatively charged precursors. In this case, it may be
that the base protonation required for a charge-
controlled 5=-COO cleavage of negative ions takes place
via donation of a hydrogen from a remote phosphate. It
is also possible, as suggested here for cleavage of the
5=-POO bonds, that a different, simpler reaction mech-
anism takes place, induced by the nearby negative
charge. This could be a simple elimination reaction
initiated by abstraction of C-4= hydrogen by the nearby
PO oxygen.
Conclusions
Several important findings were made in the current
study, which shed light on the mechanisms underlying
gas-phase fragmentation of RNA and DNA in positive
mode MALDI mass spectrometry. It was previously
proposed that all backbone fragmentation of DNA is
dependent on initial nucleobase loss. We obtained evi-
dence, which imposes some modifications to this pro-
Table 4. d- and z-Ions observed in the tandem mass spectra of
TATT TCTT TA
z1 227 (1) 227 (1) n.
z2 532, 533 (2, 1) 532, 533 (2, 1) n.
z3 849 (1) 825 (1) 835
TATT TCTT TA
d1 n.o. n.o. n.
d2 n.o. n.o. n.
d3 assigned to w3 assigned to w3 n.posal. Only formation of the classic (a-B)/w-ion pairappears to depend strongly on prior nucleobase loss.
Our data suggest that loss of a nucleobase in an
oligodeoxyribonucleotide renders the 5=-neighboring
3=-COO bond extremely unstable, leading to a site-
specific cleavage of this bond and no other in the
phosphodiester backbone. a- and z-Ions, for example,
which often appear in the DNA MS/MS spectrum, are
generally not preceded by nucleobase loss.
It was interesting to find that backbone fragmenta-
tion of RNA is dependent on prior nucleobase loss
similar to DNA, i.e., only in the nucleobase loss ¡
3=-COO cleavage reaction. Generally, the fragmenta-
tion mechanisms undergone by RNA appear to be the
same as those operating in DNA fragmentation, with
the important exception of 5=-POO cleavage and water
loss from the precursor. The more pronounced cleavage
of the 3=-COO bond in DNA, compared with RNA, is
most likely a result of three factors: (1) a dominating
generation of c- and y-ions in RNA fragmentation,
which to some extend represses 3=-COO cleavage prod-
ucts; (2) as a result of more stable N-glycosidic bonds in
ribonucleotides, the generation of (M  B)-ions, which
are precursors of the (a-B)- and w-ions, is less pro-
nounced for RNA; (3) the reaction rate of the conversion
of (M  B)-ions into (a-B)- and w-ions appears to be
different, with a more rapid [(MH  B) ¡ (a-B)/w]
reaction for DNA than for RNA. This is caused by
stabilization of phosphate-OH through interaction with
2=-OH on the 5=-neighboring ribose.
The 5=-POO cleavage and water loss from the pre-
cursor are unique reactions to RNA and, at least under
the current ionization and fragmentation conditions, do
not occur at all for DNA. Our H/DX data suggests a
5=-POO cleavage mechanism, which in some respects is
similar to that taking place in solution. We propose that
in the gas phase, an intermediate phosphorane is
formed, which subsequently leads to either cleavage of
5=-COO or loss of a neutral water molecule. This is, in
our view, the only explanation for the neutral loss of
water, observed exclusively from RNA precursors.
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